Huawei Twitter and Facebook March 23 – 24

Who could say no to that 'ace: Share a pic of your best buddy on #NationalPuppyDay #ShotonP30Pro

What's causing campus networks to explode with high levels of data transfer? @IDC research director @idc_gan cites cloud, mobility, and the growth of video.

See The 'Light' In The Campus
How will Wi-Fi 6, 5G & optical solutions enhance campus services? Watch IDC Research Director Rajes...
youtube.com

Get the whole story from @alacodeblog of @GirlinTech as she discusses the variety of ways education and skills training can create new opportunities for women everywhere.

WomenInTech #Inclusion tinyurl.com/uxkAcgc

Huawei invested over $14 billion in R&D in 2018. Exactly how much was our investment in research and development in 2018? Stay tuned to our 2019 Annual Report livestream on March 31 to find out or take a guess now.

$14.1 - 15.5 US Billion
$15.5 - 16.9 US Billion
$16.9 - 19.7 US Billion

8 votes - 2 days left
This is how people in Brazil are helping their at-risk neighbours through the coronavirus crisis.

Who doesn't love a new tech toy? @joelcomm of @BadCrypto reveals his brand new #MateBookXPro

Learn more about how people are helping each other during the COVID-19 outbreak: bit.ly/2xHzdoA
WATCH: Our friend @VasekPospisil explains why we’re all in this together – and why it’s important to FlattenTheCurve.

Time to come together. FlattenTheCurve #StaySafeStayHome

We’re in this together. Thanks @kevinbacon 😊 #StayHome #StayHomeFor

Wow. It’s been beautiful and inspiring to see #StayHomeFor grow...and I wanted to make sure to thank everyone who’s contributed to #StayHomeFor so far, as we all continue to do what we can to flattenthecurve and practice self-distancing during this tough time. It isn’t easy...
HuaweiUSA® @HuaweiUSA - 22h
#5G is key to building a fully connected, intelligent world. #FactsMatter

HUAWEI HAS SPENT OVER $4B IN 5G R&D AND HAS 10,000+ PEOPLE WORKING ON 5G NETWORKS.
#FactsMatter

HuaweiUSA® @HuaweiUSA - Mar 24
Wireless healthcare technologies such as #IoT offer timeliness, convenience, and efficiency for enhanced healthcare experiences. See how Huawei’s Healthcare WLAN IoT Solution helps hospitals to construct a well-rounded healthcare ecosystem. tinyurl.com/twmiic0

HuaweiUSA® @HuaweiUSA - 19h
“The ‘blame the foreigners’ and ‘play-to-win faux races’ gambits in Washington traditionally focus on whoever is perceived as ahead of the U.S.,” and read more on the #5G dementia at #FCC from @TonyRutkowski via @CircleID

HuaweiUSA® @HuaweiUSA - 22h
Shelter in Place order got you working from home? Post photos of your workstation! #CaliforniaQuarantine #WFH #StayHomeSaveLives #COVID19 #shotonp30pro
Love this! @OliveraZatezalo rocks!

Our CSO @OliveraZatezalo's advice to young women pursuing #STEM careers?

"Just keep learning."

Now is the time. #WomenInSTEM

We couldn't agree more! @debraruh is incredible! #inclusion #leader #HERstory

Debra Ruh is the CEO and Founder of Ruh Global IMPACT, a consulting firm that strives to help clients amplify their impact and become disability inclusion leaders. She also serves as the Chair of the United Nations...
Have you ever seen anything cuter? Tag HuaweiUSA in your favorite pic of a pup #ShotOnP30Pro #NationalPuppyDay

With collaboration, cooperation and a lot of testing, a securely connected, digitally inclusive world can be our reality. Huawei’s Michael Dortch shares how the UK is putting this into practice. https://tinyurl.com/tx9ivoc

Choosing 5G Solution Providers? Keep Calm and Carry On – InsideSources
The future is coming. Get ready. #5GisON

Skills will create opportunities that can change lives. Hear from Cori Shearer, Co-Managing Director of Girls in Tech, which is a non-profit organization focused on changing the face of technology as she speaks to Huawei’s Sonja Thompson about everything from finding community to the most critical skills needed to thrive in the digital economy.

Watch together with friends or with a group
Cori Shearer, the co-managing director of Girls in Tech is talking about the critical skills women can develop to realize new opportunities in #STEM fields. tinyurl.com/uxk4gc

Joel Comms reaction to his new #MateBookXPro is what we need on a Monday. We think he liked it. 😊
Huawei USA

Yesterday at 8:02 AM

Invest in what matters. #FactsMatter

HUAWEI HAS SPENT OVER $4B IN 5G R&D AND HAS 10,000+ PEOPLE WORKING ON 5G NETWORKS.

#FactsMatter

Huawei USA

Yesterday at 10:15 AM

What makes the #MateXs feel like “the smartphone of the future”? GadgetMatch breaks it down. https://tinyurl.com/t37xelk

YOUTUBE.COM

Huawei Mate Xs Review: The Ultimate Foldable as my Daily Driver!
Huawei USA

Huawei is more than a technology company. See what we're doing to go beyond technology and create human connections. #ConnectNotDivide https://tinyurl.com/v3o3c6f

Huawei USA

Shelter in Place order got you working from home? Post photos of your workstation! #californialiving #stayingathome #workfromhome #covid_19 #shotonp30pro

Bring digital to every person, home and organization for a fully connected, intelligent world.